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APPENDIX B-2 EXAMPLES OF technical measures  (Note: These are examples as of now and subject to change in accordance with the change of 
environment or the status of each company.) 
The following is the detailed examples for technical measures listed in Appendix B of Cyber Security Management Guideline 

Item of management 
guideline 

Technical measures  
for realization of each item 

Example of technical measures 

(3) Determine goals 
and develop plans 
based on perception 
of a cyber security 
risk and security level 
that should be 
attained. 

Identify assets to be 
protected, Grasp risk 

Perform check and organize materials based on the following items further specified against cyber 
attacks rather than depending on network configuration chart or assets inventory provided by IT 
vendors. 

 Create a network chart that contains all gateways of an internal system. Furthermore execute 
mapping on the network chart to indicate where internal assets to be protected are. 
*(Verify also the configuration of network introduced uniquely by each division including 
operational divisions which control and operate uniquely systems) 

 Ensure that information required by law to be protected with safety control measures and also 
identified and restricted servers or terminals storing indispensable information for the business 
continuation can be immediately isolated from the network in times of emergency of such servers 
and terminals. 

Perform multi-layer 
protective system 

Cyber attacks potentially continue further even after they are detected and dealt with because detection 
of attacks or infection does not necessarily mean the termination of such attacks. Therefore it is 
necessary to have multi-layer protective measures in place to prevent further invasion or damage from 
arising. 

- Reduce risk of malware infection *This process is required for client and server respectively. 
 Ensure a timely update (including automatic and compulsory) of OS and application software. 
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 Ensure an update process so that all software for measures used internally keep updated all the 
time. 

 Restrict connection with external storage. 
 Ban or restrict the installation of software not used for the work. 

- Isolate terminal or network on which important task is performed. 
 Isolate a network at business units such as divisions to prevent the spread of infection (localization 

of infection) by installing network device such as Layer3 Switch. 

- Protect server which saves important information. 
 Execute such process as isolation of network (segmentation), set up of firewall (FW), provision of 

high encryption of important information (database or file), restriction of access and collection of 
access log with regards to servers to save important information. 

- Take measures for network gateway and check regularly logs. 
*Appropriate saving of log also applies to item (9). Refer to reference documents described in 

Appendix B. 
 Save preferably at least one year a communication log (which might go out of the organization) in 

the case of fire wall or proxy server installed the gateway of communication. 
 Introduce preferably a proxy server that enables advanced analysis because only IP address or port 

numbers are known at the fire wall.  
*High performance fire wall can provide information on the content of a packet. 

 Save also operation logs on server or terminal and security log for a reasonable period. Especially 
check if logs on server or authentication server that stores important information are properly 
saved. 
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 For instance in the case of the operation of system being outsourced to vendors, request them to 
perform a regular analysis (e.g. once a month) of logs saved, and share its result at a regular 
meeting.  

**********************<Stronger measures against targeted attack>********************** 

- Drive measures further on reduction of infection risk 
 Reject the reception of emails attached with an executable file which is mostly used with a targeted 

attack email. 
 Bar access to web sites unnecessary for the business by introducing a web filtering software or 

relevant service. Moreover regarding a terminal which requires no extensive connection with the 
internet, minimize use of browsable web sites with the white list system. 

- Take measures to prevent spread of invasion against potential infection 
 Block illegal communication which averts user authentication process by introducing a proxy 

server. 
 Update terminals and other devices in a timely manner by introducing a mechanism of block to 

internet access to C&C server or illegal web sites. 
 Restrict direct access among terminals by disabling the file sharing feature among user terminals 

so that an infected terminal will not spread to other terminals in the same organization. 
 Protect terminals for system administration by such actions as isolation of network segment and 

limitations on viewing of web sites or emails while granting no permission on system 
administration with the ordinary terminals and designating the certain terminals as those for 
system administration separately from the ordinary ones. 

 Minimize access to authentication server of user authority including AD servers and perform a 
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regular check on access logs. 
 Ensure that personnel will turn off their terminals at the close of their daily work to prevent 

terminals from being targeted by cyber attackers at night. 
(5) Publish cyber 
security measures 
framework (PDCA) 
and their actions. 

Perform and improve 
PDCA cycle 
 

*Refer to various guidelines, reference documents or regulations for the introduction of ISMS or 
CSMS. 

Perform security diagnosis - Perform various vulnerability diagnoses etc. 
Security patches have been published as they help to resolve vulnerabilities or the failures on the 

system which are regularly discovered on OS or servers with IT systems. IT system operators should 
apply security patches whenever necessary. However a larger IT system might cause failure in 
measures. Thus measures are required to be taken to grasp the status of tackle with vulnerabilities and 
the degree of impact due to possible abuse of vulnerabilities by executing regular vulnerabilities 
diagnosis or running penetration tests. 

Verify the status of use of security patches in an organization, and consider receiving services 
relating to vulnerabilities diagnosis of web applications or platforms provided by security service 
vendors. 

(7) Identify the scope 
of outsourcing with 
IT system control and 
ensure cyber security 
in the applicable 
outsourcing 
companies. 

Divide task which the 
organization itself should 
take care of and task which 
outsourcing organizations 
should handle. 

- Organize viable tasks for response 
Organize and divide tasks which the organization itself should take care of including a regular check 

or monitoring of logs and all process of response to incidents and task which only outsourcing 
organizations should handle. 

- Secure risk money 
Secure fund or budget calculated in advance as risk money in preparation of the case where urgent 
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outsourcings become necessary for incident response. 
(8) Collect 
information on cyber 
attacks through 
participation in 
information sharing 
activities, and develop 
environment to utilize 
such information. 

Utilize information 
collected through 
participation in information 
sharing activities and 
information provided by 
public sector. 

- Participate in the information sharing activities  
Verify a similar attack possibly targeted at the organization itself by checking the status of threat 

against the company itself and other organizations on a daily basis through the participation in 
information sharing activities hosted by the public sector or industry, and set up various filters (email, 
web access, C&C server communication) in preparation for a similar cyber attack targeted at the 
company itself in the future. 

- Collect information on security alerts and provide information 
Subscribe email news or perform a periodical check on informational web sites to collect information 

on security alerts or vulnerabilities published by IPA, JPCERT/CC, National Police Agency and 
security service providers. 

Provide actively organizations supporting information sharing activities with information on 
malware, suspicious emails and incidents on a daily basis. 

(9) Develop 
emergency response 
system (emergency 
contacts and initial 
action manual, CSIRT 
- Computer Security 
Incident Response 
Team), and execute 
regular and hands-on 

Develop a structure or 
process in times of 
emergency and prepare for 
identification of damage. 

- Secure evidence such as logs or infected terminals to examine suspicious communication or to 
identify the cause of infection. 

- Refer to the preceding Item 3 "Take measures for network gateway and check regularly logs." 
Identify malware causing infection as well as infected terminals by requesting security service 

providers to conduct examinations and also by using information given by external organizations such 
as IPA, JPCERT/CC. Check if there are any other infected terminals by examining communication logs 
using information regarding illegal communication origin identified by malware analysis.  Identify 
terminals which show suspicious activities according to the following methods since in many cases 
anti-malware software cannot detect or remove malware.   
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drill. 
- Check if terminals have suspicious files etc. 
 Check if suspicious programs are registered in startup folders. 
 Check if suspicious programs are registered in task schedulers. 

- Identify infected terminals in a system 
 Identify infected terminals that transmit illegal communication while checking if there are any 

communication logs with illegal communication origins on the logs of fire wall or proxy server. 
 Check if authentication servers such as AD servers are damaged or administrator accounts are 

illegally used as cyber attackers use their techniques to spread infected area by stealing 
administrator accounts for authentication servers after invasion with regards to targeted attacks. 

Perform regular drill for 
personnel 

- Perform drill for personnel and security alerts for targeted emails. 
Perform education and drill for personnel on an irregular basis to minimize risk and make them 

report the issue of targeted emails to a desk in charge of receiving report on illegal emails when they 
receive such emails, and such desk shall issue security alerts know any arrivals of similar emails, 
specifying emails' subjects, contents and attachments on the internal bulletin. 
*It should be noted that chances of opening suspicious emails will only decrease as the result of drill 

on targeted emails while invasion into only one personnel means the whole breach of security in respect 
of targeted attacks. However combined with the aforesaid security alerts and "carefulness" of personnel 
chances of detecting suspicious emails should be increased as much as possible. Moreover check a 
contact system etc. to ensure that all information will be collected at a division in charge of security.  


